
1. Introduction

The development and commercialization of

biotechnology seem to have been facilitated by

neoliberal globalization: the expansion of property

relations to genetic resources through the global

implementation of an intellectual property rights

regime (i.e., WTO’s agreement on Trade-Related

Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights), the

commodification and marketization of genetic

materials, previously non-capitalist realm, and free

trade of these new forms of global commodities

across nation-states’ borders. Given the growing

recognition of the commercial potential of

biotechnology worldwide, biotechnology venture

companies and clusters have been vigorously

developed in Korea. The development and

commercialization of biotechnology and its

products are influenced not only by global

circumstances, but also by unique circumstances of

nation-states. The Korean government’s emphasis

on biotechnology as a key industry demonstrates

the still strong role of the nation-state even in an

industry that appears as the epitome of neo-liberal

globalization.

Korea had been characterized by developmental
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state by pursuing a state-led interventionist

industrialization paradigm since the 1960s with an

emphasis on self-reliance and on catching up with

developed countries (Amsden 1989; Alam 1989;

Walden and Rosenfeld 1990; World Bank Institute

2000). In the 1990s, however, increased domestic

realization of limitations of the developmental state

and needs for relaxed government regulation, as

well as external pressures for economic

liberalization, (instantiated in the Uruguay Round

of GATT (WTO), and the membership criteria for

joining the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD)), pushed the Korean

government’s economic reform toward

liberalization (Kang 2000; Dent 2000; Wade 2001;

Thurbon 2003). Competitive neoliberal

globalization – as both reality and discourse – has

further increased this tendency of liberalization and

forced the Korean state to recede from the

developmental state tradition. 

Even though state intervention has been

weakened in Korea, due to various liberalization

policies taken before and after the financial crisis,

the developmental paradigm of Korea has not

been entirely diluted. Rather, the actions of the

Korean state are still strongly influenced by its

developmental state legacies (Dent 2000; Park

2003). The development of biotechnology in Korea

- and its commercialization - is closely intertwined

with the practice of the Korean developmental

state, and this practice has led to the production of

new state spaces: biotechnology clusters. This

paper examines what the roles of the state in

developing and nurturing biotechnology clusters

are.

2. Developmental state vs.
neoliberal state

Korea’s developmental state can be characterized

by strong interventionism and nationalism in

formulating industrial policies (Amsden 1989; Alam

1989; Walden and Rosenfeld 1990; World Bank

Institute 2000). It has pursued a state-led

interventionist industrialization paradigm since the

1960s and 1970s with an emphasis on self-reliance

and on catching up with developed countries

(Amsden 1989; Cho et al. 2003; Park 2003). In the

1960s, the Korean government invested in labor-

intensive manufactures with a strong export drive,

moving to invest in heavy manufacturing and

chemicals in the 1970s (Amsden 1989; Kang 2000;

World Bank Institute 2000). This transition from

light to heavy industry involved a shift “from

competing against firms from other low-wage

countries to competing against firms from high

wage ones that have access to vastly more

experience and technical expertise” (Amsden 1989,

19). Korea’s genius has been to “marry licensed

technology to efficient manufacturing processes

and cheap labor” (Walden and Rosenfeld 1990,

114). However, the downside is that this did not

lead to substantial product innovation. 

By the early 1980s, the Korean developmental

state began to experience problems, and a series

of policy measures were taken which aimed at

strengthening market mechanisms, including trade

liberalization and deregulation (World Bank

Institute 2000; Kang 2000). The neoliberal turn

which started in the 1980s has deepened and

influenced state policy changes in the 1990s and

2000s. The 1997-8 financial crisis amplified pre-
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existing pressures for economic liberalization and

catalyzed policy change, with the IMF ‘bailout’

program requiring Korea’s new government to

introduce far-reaching economic reforms (Dent

2000). Indeed, liberal regimes since 1998 have built

institutions for markets including institutional and

procedural reform, liberalization of financial

regulation, restructuring of corporate governance,

and enhancing economic openness (Pirie 2008). 

Neoliberalism is often characterized as ‘less state’

(Friedman 2002; Peck 2001). The only role of the

state focuses on arranging favorable conditions for

economic competitiveness such as privatization,

marketization, and opening national economies to

global economic actors and institutions (Peck 2001;

Peck and Tickell 2007). Although neoliberalisation

is a complex process in which roll-back and roll-

out of the state’s functions are constantly changing

depending on time and context with multiple and

contradictory outcomes (Peck and Tickell 2002;

Larner 2003), the case of Korea seems to exemplify

the aggressive form of roll-back neoliberalization.

The roll-back neoliberalization is characteristic of

the earlier form of neoliberalizaiton in the Western

countries preoccupied with the active destruction

and discreditation of Keynesian-welfarist

institutions.1 However, it is not appropriate to

simply characterize Korea as a roll-back neoliberal

sate or any kind. It is true that the Korean state

retreat in many ways through policy changes.

However, its neoliberal character becomes

ambiguous when we look at science and

technology development and its spatial

representation. A more nuanced explanation on

the Korean state rather than monolithic one

derived from the Western experiences is needed to

understand complex and diverse situations of each

country.

Even though state intervention has been

weakened in Korea, due to various liberalization

policies taken before and after the financial crisis,

the developmental paradigm of Korea has not

been entirely diluted. Rather, the actions of the

Korean state are still strongly influenced by its

developmental state legacies (Dent 2000; Park

2003). Strategic investment in and development

efforts for biotechnology exemplify this.

3. A deceitful neoliberal state?

With regard to biotechnology and related issues,

Korea is positioned between developing and

developed countries. This liminality merits careful

analysis. On the one hand, Korea, like many

developing countries, has not reached an

advanced stage of biotechnology development and

its legal system and tradition is not aligned with

U.S. style intellectual property protection over

genetic resources and biotechnology processes. On

the other hand, like developed countries, Korea is

oriented toward developing high technology.

Although vacillating between these two positions,

Korea resolved to take sides with developed

countries promoting biotechnology and embracing

neoliberal globalization in its economic and

institutional sectors (Interview with Geun-Jin Choi). 

Unlike developing countries with little hope of

developing biotechnology, and opposed to patent

genetic materials, Korea has strategically invested

in biotechnology, legislating its Seed Industry Law

and biotechnology-related laws in such a way as to

meet international standards of the intellectual
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property rights regime promoted by developed

countries. 

Indeed, Article 27 (3) of the WTO’s agreement

on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property

Rights (TRIPS) prescribes that members provide for

the protection of genetic materials and plant

varieties either by patents, or an effective sui

generis system, or any combination thereof (WTO

1994). Given that there was no legal system to

protect genetic resources and new plant varieties,

the Korean government had to enact the Seed

Industry Law in 1997 as a sui generis system for

TRIPS. Subsequently, the 1997 enactment of the

Seed Industry Law turned out to function as a

facilitator of inward FDI. This law and patent laws

guaranteed foreign biotechnology companies

intellectual property protection for their new

products that they might produce in Korea, making

inward FDI attractive (Kim S-J 2006). 

However, the Seed Industry Law and

biotechnology-related laws were also enacted to

benefit the country itself in the long term, by

which time its biotechnology sector would be fully

developed and need to protect its new genetic

materials and related biotechnology against other

countries (Interview with Eun-Gi Jo, Geun-Jin Choi

and Tae-San Kim). 

More importantly, what is unique about Korea is

that its biotechnology development as an industry

as well as science and technology is highly

dependent upon state practices, resulting in the

production of new state spaces. In other words, it

has occurred within a developmental state

paradigm which, although weakened through the

1997-8 financial crisis, still persists in Korea’s

science and technology (S&T) as well as economic

policy including industrial location policy. 

4. Korean state’s involvement in
science and technology

In comparison to the U.S., the history of

biotechnology development in Korea is not very

long. It was not until 1982 that Korean

biotechnology was initiated, although biology-

related departments were established in 15

universities in 1966. The Korean Biotechnology

Research Association was established in 1982, and

the Biotechnology Promotion Law was enacted in

the same year (Kim H-S 2002). With the enactment

of this law, the Korean government funded

research institutes such as the Korea Research

Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology (KRIBB),

and biotechnology research centers in universities

(Kim H-S 2002). 

Unlike the U.S., where university research

accounts for a large share of domestic R&D,

universities carry out very little research in Korea

(World Bank Institute 2000, 34). Instead, the

Korean government has actively promoted and

invested in biotechnology-related research and

development (Kim T-S 1999). In the 1990s, the

Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST)

included biotechnology as one of the strategic

targets in the National R&D Program. While MOST

considered the National R&D Program of the 1980s

to have made significant contributions to economic

growth and improved quality of life,2 the ministry

has promoted a new agenda for the National R&D

Program in the 1990s. It states that “now, national

R&D efforts are geared toward meeting the

challenges in a move to a knowledge-based

economy with a view to placing the nation among

the ranks of the advanced economies by the early
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2010s” (MOST website, National R&D Program,

http://www.most.go.kr/most/english/science_03.js

p ; Kim H-S 2002). A knowledge-based economy is

conceived by S&T policy makers as a new solution

for the economic problems of Korea.

Recognizing science and technology is the key

to the nation’s advancement, the government

placed special emphasis on building strong

scientific and technological capabilities to switch

over to and equip itself for the knowledge-based

economy. The government emphasized efficient

use of Science and Technology resources based on

the principle of “selection and concentration.”

MOST selected biotechnology, nanotechnology

and space and satellite technology as strategic

targets, and, with other ministries, started and

funded various projects under the National R&D

Program: the National Critical R&D Program

(1992); the Highly Advanced National Project

(1992); the Biotechnology Development Program

(1994, also called Biotech 2000); the Space and

Aeronautics Program (1996); the Creative Research

Initiative (1997); the Research Foundation Building

Program (1998); the National Research Laboratory

Program (1999); the 21st Century Frontier R&D

Program (1999); the Nanotechnology Development

Program (2001); and the Research Planning and

Assessment Program (2001).

Korea’s interest in and pursuit of enhanced

global competitiveness through the development

of S&T was combined with globally dominant

assumptions on biotechnology such as the value of

scientific advancement in biotechnology and its

promise for commercial application in various

areas. Accordingly, the Korean government

justified various national R&D plans for

biotechnology development, emphasizing the

important role of biotechnology in boosting Korea

in the global economy. 

Although the forefront R&D project targeting

biotechnology was Biotech 2000, biotechnology

development was included in various other

projects under the National R&D program.

Specifically, bioscience and biotechnology were

the major components of such National R&D

Programs as the Highly Advanced National Project,

the Creative Research Initiative, the National

Research Laboratory Program, and the 21st Century

Frontier R&D Program (Table 1). As the table 1

shows, all five projects explicitly indicate goals of

attaining technological competitiveness to catch up

with developed countries. 

In 2004, MOST added the Next Generations’

Growth Industry Program which aimed to develop

critical technology functioning as growth industry

for the next generation and planed to carry it as

part of existing programs such as the 21st Century

Frontier R&D Program and the National Critical

R&D Program. As a result, Novel Biomedicine and

Organs industry was designated as one of the next-

generation growth engines.

After restructuring in 2004, MOST maintained

only some biotechnology subprojects, allocating

the rest of them to other appropriate programs

(e.g. The National Critical R&D Program was

disintegrated and transferred into appropriate

programs) (MOST 2004; 2005). Although there

have been changes in programs over time, the

2005 National R&D Program’s budget distribution

plan by sectors shows the relative significance of

biotechnology compared to other technologies

(Table 2). The Korean government’s interest in

developing biotechnology continued. In 2006, the

2nd Framework Plan for the Promotion of
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Table 1. The National R&D Programs which include biotechnology development

Program Period Goals Features Investment

N/A

Biotech 2000 1994 to 2007

The Creative launched in N/A
Research 1997
Initiative

launched in N/A
1999

Sources: 
Science and Technology Policy Institute (STEPI) website
http://www.most.go.kr/most/t_board_admin_operation.jsp?listID=eng01&bSeq=1&flag=read
The MOST website, Science & Technology Policy, National R&D Program http://www.most.go.kr/most/english/science_03.jsp 
The MOST, 2003, R&D Project Information Cards
The MOST website, The 21st Century Frontier R&D Program, http://www.most.go.kr

The Highly
Advanced
National
Project (HAN
project or G-7
project)

The National
Research
laboratory

The 21st
Century
Frontier R&D
Program 

1992 to 2002
(10 years)

launched in
1999 (follow-
up program 
of the Highly
Advanced
National
Project)

- development of competitive
R&D capabilities in 11 critical
technologies, including the
development of new
functional biomaterials
- to catch up with the
advanced technology of Japan
and leading Western countries
by 2001

- Joint funding from the government
and the private sector

- attain technological
competitiveness in the areas of
biotechnology, with a view to
joining the ranks of the seven
biotech developed countries
by the year 2010

- organize and support nation-wide
biotechnology research
- co-sponsorship of seven ministries
(the MOST; the Ministry of Education
and Human Resources; the Ministry
of Agriculture; the Ministry of Health
and Welfare; the Ministry of
Commerce, Industry and Energy; the
Ministry of Environment; and the
Ministry of Maritime Affairs and
Fisheries.

- strengthen the national
potential for technological
competitiveness through
creative basic research

- 16 research groups on life sciences
(the highest number) out of 57 in
2002
- policy shift in Science &
Technology development in Korea
from imitation to innovation

- explore and foster research
centers of excellence, which
will play a pivotal role in
improving technological
competitiveness

- 90 biotechnology research centers
(22%) out of 414 founded across the
nation in 2002

- develop scientific and
technological competitiveness
in newly emerging areas 
- achieve advanced
technologies in biotechnology,
nanotechnology and electrical
tomography by the early
2010s

- four bioscience-related projects out
of 23 (genome engineering program
based on functional genomic
research (from 1999), plant diversity
research (from 2000), crop functional
genomics research (from 2001), and
microbial genomics and applications
research (from 2002)

government
(US $ 4.75
billion)/ 
private sectors
(US $ 8.58
billion)

US $3.5 billion
over a period
of ten years



Biotechnology – called Bio-Vision 2016: 2007~2016

– was published. In 2007, The 2nd Framework Plan

for the Promotion of Brain Research (2008~2017)

was announced and the Master Plan for National

Life Resources was established. With the start of

the Lee Myungbak administration in 2008,

biotechnology was also included in the National

Science and Technology Basic Plan, and “BT

committee” was formed under the National Science

and Technology Council (MEST 2009; MOSF et al.

2008) 

Korea’s developmental state practice is

demonstrated by the deep involvement of the state

in not only investing in R&D but also nurturing

biotechnology business. The Korea Research

Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology

(KRIBB),3 as the only government institute

dedicated to biotechnology research, focuses on

the development and distribution of advanced

biotechnology, and provides services to public

infrastructure support for industry-university-

research institute cooperation and support for

biotechnology industrialization such as bio-venture

and training of professional manpower (KRIBB

website http://www.kribb.re.kr). With these goals,

KRIBB, with the support of the MOST, the Ministry

of Commerce, Industry and Energy, Small and

Medium Business Administration and other related

institutions, established Bio Venture Center (BVC)

in Daejeon City in 1999, to function as a nucleus

for bio venture business, disseminate the research

outcomes of KRIBB, and apply them in the

industry (Figure 1). BVC provides comprehensive

and structured support for starting and existing

ventures and for the bio-industry as a whole. The

support includes R&D, management consulting,

technical support, capital and marketing, key

equipment, technological information, and other

infrastructure related services, and continues until

the promising venture companies are able to

deliver on their promises (BVC website

http://bvc.kribb.re.kr). In other words, BVC

functions as a biotechnology business incubator

and biotechnology innovation center, deeply

involved in the whole process of biotechnology

commercialization from research, development,

production to marketing. In short, although a state’

involvement in the development of a specific

industrial sector, usually at the initial stage

requiring large-scale investment is commonly

found in other countries, what is unique about the

Korean state is its expanded engagement even in

the commencement and growth of bio industry

enterprises. As a result, the number of

biotechnology-related small businesses and venture

companies reached about 490 in 2006 (Lee et al.

2006). 

Another uniqueness of the Korean state is that its

deep involvement in the development of

biotechnology as both S&T and industry is also
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Table 2. Budget Distribution Plan for 2005 by sector

Biotechnology Nanotechnology
Space and Next generation 

Others
satellite technology Growth

Budget 
132.7 (31%) 64.3 (15%) 156.5 (36%) 15.5 (4%) 58.2 (14%)

(US billion (%))

Source: The MOST 2004



manifested “spatially” through the production of

new state spaces: biotechnology clusters. I will

take Osong Bio-Health Science Technopolis in

Chungcheongbuk-do as an example to

demonstrate how new industrial space is produced

by the state actions which aim to cope with

neoliberal economic environment by depending

on its longtime practices of developmental state,

but now with new justification: balanced national

development to reduce regional inequality. 

5. The production of new state
spaces: Osong Bio-Health

Science Technopolis

With the view to promoting bio-health industry

as a national core area, the Korean government

has decided to establish biotechnology science

park in Osong, Chungcheongbuk-do. In 1997, the

government notified the Osong science park -
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renamed as Osong Bio-Health Science Technopolis

(OBST) later in 2001- as a national industrial

complex, and designated Korea Land Corporation

as the primary developer (OBST website http://

team.mohw.go.kr/o_song/html_eng/01_about/04.h

tm). Korea Land Corporation started to build

Osong Bio-Health Science Technopolis in 2003,

and the construction of Osong Bio-Health Science

Technopolis has been entirely a top-down

development by the state’s one-way planning and

design (Kim D-H 2006).4 Indeed, Korea Land

Corporation is a public corporation in charge of

the nation’s land management. Since its

establishment in 1975, Korea Land Corporation has

supplied the nation with over 121,500 acres of

prepared land, built complexes for residential,

industrial, distribution and scientific use, construct

Free Economic Zones, and executed a diverse

array of land policies of the nation (Korea Land

Corporation website http://world.lplus.or.kr/

main.html). The involvement of Korea Land

Corporation indicates this construction project is

part of Land Development Plan that is a major

national enterprise executed by Ministry of

Construction and Transportation.

Since the government aimed to provide one-stop

service and close network formation among the

industry, the academic, the research organization

and the government, it not only attempted to

allocate bio-health industry and research centers

and built up a R&D facilities,5 but also decided to

relocate government-run organizations such as

Korea Food & Drug Administration, Korean

National Institute of Health, Korea Center for

Disease Control and Prevention, and Korea Health

Industry Development Institute in 2001 (OBST

website http://team.mohw.go.kr/o_song/html_

eng/01_about/04.htm). The relocation of the

government-run organizations to provincial area

was aligned with the long history of Korean state’s

spatial policy: balanced national development. 

Concentration of population and business in

Seoul Metropolitan Area and ensuing imbalance

across different regions has increased social and

economic costs and been considered as serious

obstacles to sustainable national development.

Against the backdrop, more fundamental national

development policies to ensure balance across

different regions emerged as the most effective

solution to sagging national competitiveness of

Korea; Multifunctional Administrative City and

Innovation City were the typical examples of the

Roh administration’s spatial policy. By constructing

Multifunctional Administrative City and relocating

public organizations, the Korean state aimed to

maximize the potential of national territory and

promote more balanced national development.

The Korean state also promoted Innovation City in

the belief that it would provide geographical venue

where public sector entities, businesses, academic

institutions, research organizations and local

governments collaborate in a seamless network to

promote local development and require voluntary

ideas for innovation from each and every

stakeholder in innovation drive (Korea Land

Corporation website http://world. lplus.or.kr/main.

html). Although Multifunctional Administrative City

has been pending with the change of regime,

Innovation City projects have continued along with

the Lee Myungbak regime. 

Innovation City represents the national

commitment to local development in an effort to

promote more balance in the development of

national territory. Furthermore, relocation of public
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organizations to provincial areas, development of

innovative environment and establishment of

urban infrastructure are all intended to facilitate

development and establishment of self-containing

locality along local-specific features. The

juxtaposition of balanced national development

and self-containing locality seems to gain the

legitimacy of the Korean state’s spatial policy and

its implementation from general public as well as

local governments that are vigorously searching for

ways in which attract investment and businesses

with autonomous socio-economic and physical

infrastructure. 

Developed as an industrial estate, Osong Bio-

Health Science Technopolis is a spatial

materialization of these mixed spatial policies and

discourse of the Korean state. In other words,

Osong Bio-Health Science Technopolis is intended

to (1) be a technoscience cluster to function as the

front base for the 21st century bio-health industry

that will create the maximum synergy effect and

make the nation a leading country in the bio-

health sector, and (2) fulfill balanced national

development by aiming to develop Osong area (or

Chungcheungbuk-do in general), giving autonomy

as an independent technopolis city with urban

infrastructure, and relocating government-run

organizations to this region. While industrial

clusters in other countries are usually autogenous,

Osong Bio-Health Science Technopolis is

intentionally planned and implemented through

the strong intervention of the state by distributing

various discourses that reflect specific contexts of

the nation. The appeal to the specific contexts of

the nation, as a result, provides the government

with legitimacy for deep involvement and active

role in the production of new state spaces. 

6. Conclusion

The Korean government’s emphasis on

biotechnology as a key industry by emphasizing a

link between science and national competitiveness

in the changing global economic landscape and

the production of Osong Bio-Health Science

Technopolis as a new state space demonstrates the

still strong role of the nation-state even in an

industry that appears as the epitome of neo-liberal

globalization. The state took the lead on adopting

and spreading positive assumptions about

biotechnology, actively nurturing the biotechnology

business, and gained legitimacy for the production

of state-led bio clusters by utilizing the discourse in

favor of balanced national development. By closely

looking at the specific contexts of Korea where the

economic growth and catching up with developed

countries are still critical in S&T and industrial

policy and local autonomy and desire for balanced

regional development are emphasized, I conclude

that Osong Bio-Health Science Technopolis, a new

state space, is an institutional configuration of

specific path-dependent strategies of the nation-state. 

Notes

1. In this area, a shift to roll-out neoliberalization

emerged; the contruction and consolidation of

neoliberalized state forms, modes of governance, and

regulatory relations (Peck and Tickell 2002).

2. These achievements conform to the goals of the

Korean industrial policy during the 1980s, which

sought to ensure further growth and stabilization (The

MOST website, Science and Technology Policy: a brief

history, http://www.most.go.kr/most/english/

science_01.jsp ). 
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3. Formerly, it was the Genetic Research Center,

established as a spin off institute of the Korea

Advanced Institute of Science and Technology in 1985.

It had its current name in 1995 by being affiliated with

Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST), and

became an independent legal identity under the

umbrella of the Korea Research Council of

Fundamental Science and Technology in 1999 (KRIBB

website, http://www.kribb.re.kr/kribbe/index_main.

asp?li=main.asp?ht=./info/info.html&ca=0&se=1).

4. Innovation city projects including Osong Bio-Health

Science Technopolis have produced such problems as

ineffectiveness due to overlapping among innovation

sectors and inadequate management of innovation

programs (Jang and Hwang 2005)

5. Osong was also named as one of the two sites for

state-of-the-art medical clusters on August 10, 2009. A

total budget of 5.6 trillion won will be allocated for

this state-driven project over the next 30 years. 
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신자유주의국가와발전주의국가사이에서서성이기?: 
한국의생명공학클러스터발전을사례로

김숙진*

요약 :̀ 생명공학은 최근 신자유주의 세계화라는 경쟁적 경제 환경하에서 많은 부가가치를 창출하는 등 그 경제적 가치가 중요하게 인

식되면서 초국적 기업, 벤처기업들에 의해 연구개발, 상업화가 많이 이루어지고 있다. 이러한 전 세계적 관심과 투자와 동시에 세계무

역기구는 무역관련지적재산권에 관한 협정을 제정해 생명공학 생산물들의 특허를 인정함으로써 세계적 무한경쟁을 촉진하고 있다. 이

에 한국 정부는 무역관련지적재산권에 관한 협정에 부합하는 법률을 제정하는 등 전 세계적 신자유주의 흐름에 동참하는 경향을 보여

왔다. 그러나 이러한 모습은 경제활동에 있어 신자유주의적 시장화와 국가의 쇠퇴의 또 다른 예로 보여져서는 안된다. 본 연구는 한국

의 생명공학 발달에서 국가의 역할을 조명해 봄으로써 한국의 생명공학의 발달과 상업화는 한국의 발전주의 국가의 관행과 아주 접

하게 연관되어 있으며 이는 새로운 공간적 표출로서 국가공간인 바이오 클러스터의 생성을 유도하게 되었음을 밝힌다.

주요어: 생명공학, 클러스터, 발전주의 국가, 신자유주의 세계화, 공간
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